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Theft
CPD Case# 14-2866-OF
CONCORD, NH - The Concord Police Department is asking the public for their assistance in
identifying the suspects in a recent theft. The incident took place at Walmart, located at 344
Loudon Road, Concord.
The alleged incident occurred on Wednesday, January 15, at approximately 8:15PM when two
females entered the store and went to the electronics area. One of the females placed two
television sets into her carriage. One of the televisions was a 32" VIZIO LED and the other was
a 39" VIZIO LED.
The two females then left the electronics area where at one point they got a brown beanbag chair
and placed it in the carriage and then walked toward the exit. As they exited they were
approached by a store employee who asked to see their receipt. The two females ignored the
employee and exited the store without paying for the merchandise. The females were last seen
getting into what was described only as a full-sized dark (possibly blue) vehicle.
One of the females was described as being in her twenties with long
brown hair, slim build and wearing a brown sweatshirt and jeans.
The other female was described as being in her forties with long
brown hair and slim build wearing a dark colored AERO sweatshirt
and jeans.
The combined value of the merchandise that was stolen is
approximately $700.00.
Police have recovered video surveillance from store security and is
asking the public to assist in identifying the individuals of interest
depicted in the photographs.
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Anyone who has information relative to any criminal incident is asked to call the Concord
Regional Crimeline at (603) 226-3100, or submit information online to the website at:
www.concordregionalcrimeline.com, or Txt TIP234 and their message to CRIMES
(274637). Crimeline awards cash to anyone whose information leads to the arrest and
indictment of criminals. All tips remain anonymous.
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